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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

North Sydney Council has
prepared this study to initiate

precinct
•

identify any future public benefits

community and stakeholder discussion

that can be delivered with new

about the future planning framework

development.

for the emerging education precinct,

Key recommendations include

just west of the North Sydney Centre.

transforming the streets into valuable,

The precinct includes the North

civic spaces through a new ‘Living

Sydney Demonstration School, the

Campus Program’, reducing school-

Australian Catholic University and

related traffic through a combination

Sydney Church of England Grammar

of demand management and traffic

School, accommodating close to

upgrades, and developing a new

one third of North Sydney’s student

area character statement in our

population.

development control plan to enhance

The study proposes to enhance
the area’s character, identity and
function as an education precinct and

the precinct’s form and function as an
urban campus.
Over time, the education precinct

outlines strategies that:

will be an engaging and lively place for

•

improve pedestrian connectivity

students, residents and workers and a

•

reduce traffic impacts

popular and easy to reach destination

•

protect the amenity of surrounding

in North Sydney.

residential properties and heritage
value of the precinct
•

improve urban design and street
level amenity to reinforce the
activity and character of the
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17,000

1. INTRODUCTION

STUDENTS
26 EDUCATION
ESTABLISHMENTS

and
9 Infants
primary
schools

3 public
6 private

9

Secondary
schools

1.1 BACKGROUND
Education is an important

and supporting a strong workforce

issue for North Sydney Council. Our

of teaching and support staff that

schools, TAFEs, business colleges

contribute to the vibrancy and local

and university support over 17,000

economy of the centre. The ongoing

students. Our highly successful

expansion of the Australian Catholic

2 selective

public schools are at capacity, our

University (ACU) and Sydney Church of

7 private

selective schools are ranked in the

England Grammar School (Shore), and

top 10 of the state, and our private

strong patronage of the North Sydney

schools and university play a regional

Demonstration School suggests the

and international education role. To

precinct is experiencing significant

address the pressing need for more

change.

0 public

8 Tertiary
institutions

education facilities to meet demand,

On 13 February 2012 Council

we are working with our State and

resolved to undertake a planning study

1 university

Federal colleagues to find ways to use

of the education precinct to provide a

2 tafe

existing campuses more efficiently

more strategic approach to managing

and to identify new development

the schools’ growth in the area.

5 colleges

opportunities.

Source: Educational Institutions
in North Sydney Survey 2011
(North Sydney Council)

in North Sydney is one part of the

traffic study, to examine the current

solution.

and future impact of the schools on

The emerging education precinct
The precinct provides

significant social and economic
benefits to the local government area,
accommodating close to one third of

4

North Sydney’s student population
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In addition, Council resolved that
the planning study be informed by a

the local road network.

BELOW
Education institutions in North Sydney
local government area

CAMMERAY PUBLIC

CROWS NEST TAFE
NORTH SYDNEY BOYS HIGH
NORTH SYDNEYGIRLS HIGH
SCEGGS REDLANDS

MARIST COLLEGE

BRADFIELD COLLEGE

ST MARY’S
NEUTRAL BAY PUBLIC

WENONA
NORTH SYDNEY DEMONSTRATION
MONTE ST ANGELO
ACU

SHORE

ST ALOYSIUS
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BELOW
The precinct is located along the
western edge of the North Sydney
Centre (base map NSW Government)

HIGH PEDESTRIAN TRAFFIC
EDUCATION PRECINCT
NORTH SYDNEY CBD
KEY ACCESS POINTS INTO PRECINCT
MAJOR INTERSECTION

1.2 PURPOSE OF THIS STUDY
The purpose of the study is to

The projected increase in

initiate discussion about the future

student enrolments suggests

projects in the area.

this is a good time to engage
with the community to

planning framework and public domain
The study aims to enhance the
area’s identity, character and function
as an education precinct by identifying

develop strategies that will

strategies to:

consolidate the role of the area

•

improve pedestrian connectivity

•

reduce traffic impacts

•

protect the amenity of surrounding

as an education precinct.

residential properties and heritage
value of the precinct
•

improve urban design and street
level amenity to reinforce the

6
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activity and character of the
precinct
•

identify any future public benefits
that can be delivered with new
development.

BELOW
Draft Metropolitan Strategy for
Sydney (Department of Planning and
Infrastructure)

1.3 SITE LOCATION AND CONTEXT
The education precinct is located

of an important strategic corridor for

The precinct’s prime location

on the western edge of the North

knowledge and technology-based

within Global Sydney suggests

Sydney Centre on Sydney’s lower

services in the metropolitan area.

north shore. North Sydney forms

The precinct is well connected by

a significant opportunity

part of what is referred to as ‘Global

rail and road services, being between

exists to enhance its regional

Sydney’ under the State Government’s

150 to 800 metres from North Sydney

draft Metropolitan Strategy for Sydney.

station on the Pacific Highway. The

function as an education hub

Along with the Sydney CBD, located

area is bounded by McHatton Street

within the metropolitan area.

just 4.5km to the south, it forms the

to the north, William Street and the

focus of national and international

Pacific Highway to the east, Union

business and services in Australia,

Street to the south, and Toongarah

specialising in communications,

Road to the west, covering almost 24

finance, insurance and engineering

hectares.

services.

The State Government has

identified Global Sydney as the centre

EDUCATION PRECINCT PLANNING STUDY
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2. SITE HISTORY

CAM-MER-RAY-GAL ON THE NORTH
SHORE 1790s (BRITISH MUSEUM OF
NATURAL HISTORY)

Pre Colonial (pre 1820s)
Cam-mer-ray-gal inhabit the land
1788
NORTH SYDNEY SCHOOL OF THE ARTS
IN 1861 (MITCHELL LIBRARY)

The education function of
the land dates back over 150

Lieutenant Ball explores the
North Shore

Early Colonial (1820s – 50)
1832

‘Euroka’ (later renamed
‘Graythwaite’) acquired by
Thomas Walker

1838

St Leonards township
gazetted

years with the opening of the
North Sydney School of the

Expansion (1850s-80)

Arts on the corner of William

1850

and Mount Streets in 1860.

Crows Nest House built by
Alexander Berry

1853

Euroka acquired by Edwin
Sayers

1859

School of the Arts opens on
Mount St

1867

St Leonards municipality
proclaimed

8
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NORTH SYDNEY PUBLIC SCHOOL c.1922
(STANTON LIBRARY)

HOLTERMANN’S MANSION 1875 (STATE
LIBRARY NSW)

1873

Euroka acquired by

Federation to WWII (1900 – 1940)s

Thomas Dibbs.Bernard Otto

1902

Holtermann acquires the

1875

Don Bank Cottage restored
by North Sydney Council

school opens
1913

Memorial Chapel constructed

Information age (1990 – Present)

Estate’

1915

Thomas Dibbs donates

1992

Monte Sant’ Angelo Convent

Graythwaite to the Crown for

Victorian (1880s – 1890s)
Mary Mackillop establishes

opens.
1995

constructed
1929

the Sydney Novitiate for the
Sisters of St Joseph on ‘Alma

St Josephs Novitiate building

1932

Cottage’

Mary Mackillop campus of the
Australian Catholic University

use as a convalescent home
1923

1885

1981

St Josephs convent and

neighbouring ‘Holtermann

School built

1884

DON BANK MUSEUM TODAY

Mary Mackillop Place
Museum opens

St Josephs domestic science

2009

Shore acquires Graythwaite

school opens

2012

Restoration and construction

Harbour Bridge opens. North

works approved to convert

Sydney Public School opens.

Graythwaite into an

Thomas Dibbs builds ‘Kailoa’

education establishment

on the Graythwaite Estate

2013

The Waverton Hub, an active

1886

First trams

Modern (1950 – 1980s)

ageing initiative, opens

1888

Sydney Church of England

1950s Significant expansion of St

operations in the Don Bank

Grammar School established
1890

Josephs Convent

on the Holtermann Estate

1961

Kailoa sold to Shore

North Sydney municipality

1979

Don Bank Cottage acquired

proclaimed
1893

Completion of the rail line to
Milsons Point

Cottage

by North Sydney Council
1980

Graythwaite becomes a
nursing home

EDUCATION PRECINCT PLANNING STUDY
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2. THE EDUCATION
PRECINCT

Given the opportunity, a
strong student population
can support a lively
public realm, cultural
and night-time activities
and strengthen economic
development in the area,
benefitting the broader
community.

2.2 EDUCATION FUNCTION TODAY
The education precinct contains
the North Sydney Demonstration

to construct new facilities for the

outside the scope of this study.

students.

The education function of the

Taking into account the

School, the North Sydney campus

precinct is experiencing significant

increased capacity under approved

of the ACU and Shore’s preparatory

growth. The ACU is continuing to

development applications, it is

and senior schools. In 2011, 5,355

expand its operations by refurbishing,

estimated student enrolments will rise

students attended these institutions.

rebuilding, acquiring and leasing

to over 6,200.

With the exception of North Sydney

various properties within the precinct,

Demonstration School, over 90% of

suggesting a significant increase in

approvals for mixed use development

these students live outside the local

student and staff population.

along the Pacific Highway and Berry

government area.

Similarly, Shore has acquired

There are a number of other

St. The map on the facing page also

the neighbouring Graythwaite site to

shows ‘opportunity sites’ in the mixed

College and Wenona are also located

expand its operations.

use or commercial zone, being land

in North Sydney, in addition to a

2012, the State Government approved

that that is either under utilised or

number of private colleges, however

conservation and refurbishment works

ageing, and that is not strata titled or

given their location on the eastern

to Graythwaite House, Coach House

listed as of heritage significance.

side of the Pacific Highway they are

and Tom O’Neil Centre to be used

considered more closely aligned with

as an education establishment and

Monte Sant’ Angelo Mercy

10

the North Sydney centre, and therefore

In November
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THIS PAGE: Education facilities in
the precinct with student enrolment
numbers (source: Educational
Institutions in North Sydney 2011)

1100 SECONDARY
SCHOOL
STUDENTS
700 INFANTS
AND PRIMARY
STUDENTS

3100 UNIVERSITY
STUDENTS

400 PRIMARY
STUDENTS

1200 SECONDARY
SCHOOL
STUDENTS
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BELOW
Students at the James Carrol campus
of the Australian Catholic University,
Edward Street

2.3 FUTURE TRENDS IN EDUCATION
The education sector is
changing.

The use of information

with the business community far more

more desirable. The increase in

critical than they have previously

mature students has opened up

been.

and communications technology is

another trend of tertiary institutions

relatively new but it has significantly

offering more flexible, year-round

space of a well defined, suburban

transformed the teaching and

study with summer sessions and night

campus, the appeal of urban

learning environment. Internet

courses to better integrate learning

campuses is growing. The more

access is increasing opportunities

into busy lifestyles.

diffused boundary enables students

for independent, off-site learning

Trading the more traditional

Education institutions have

to easily engage with a city centre and

and research. It is also creating new

become Australia’s third largest export,

conversely, provides an opportunity for

models for collaboration and cross-

with a quarter of higher education

the residential and working community

disciplinary research.

students coming from overseas.

to enjoy the function and activity

emergent styles of education demand

These new,

Universities are now catering to a

offered by its facilities.

a radically new blend of physical and

student population with varied cultural

digital campus experiences embodied

backgrounds and different learning

by social places like internet cafes.

styles.

Education levels have grown

12

lifelong learning becoming increasingly

Public universities are now

steeply. Higher education is a major

seeking to derive a significant

contributor to the development of

proportion of their income from the

a skilled Australian workforce, with

private sector, making connections

NORTH SYDNEY COUNCIL

THIS PAGE
Diverse and historic places of Mount
Street

2.4 WHAT DOES THIS MEAN FOR

community groups and the business

CBD. Alternatively, students are

NORTH SYDNEY?

community alike.

seeking home stay or private rental

The challenge is how we can

The high proportion of

accommodation.

use the projected increase in student

professionals living and working in

population in the education precinct

North Sydney will create a greater

the business community and

and broader trends in education as the

demand for adult education and

education establishments can be

basis for regeneration and delivering

night courses, which in turn creates

assisted through the planning system

functional, well used public domain

a demand for more teaching spaces

in a variety of ways. Certainly, the

that benefit the broader community.

within well-lit walking distance of

North Sydney centre already supports

With increasing numbers of

Greater collaboration between

regular public transport services. This

major national and international

people now able to study or work

also provides a great opportunity

businesses and has some of the

from home, the need for more

to activate areas outside of work

best transport connections to other

informal spaces, that offer a variety

hours with food and other nighttime

commercial centres and service

of opportunities to meet, socialise

activities.

industries in the Sydney metropolitan

or simply be near other people is

The increase in international

area. However, with finite space

becoming more acute. These spaces

students requires additional well

available in the centre for new,

can include cafes and libraries offering

located student housing and more

large floor plate office space, small

free wi-fi, places to sit on street

organisations offering English classes.

businesses could be encouraged to

corners to flexible meeting spaces that

At present, the closest hostels

move in and around the education

can be booked or hired by students,

are located in Kiribilli and Sydney

precinct.

EDUCATION PRECINCT PLANNING STUDY

2013
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3. PRECEDENTS

3.1 NYC STREETS RENAISSANCE, NEW

3.2 CENTRAL INSTITUTE OF

YORK

TECHNOLOGY, PERTH

A community initiative that

A City of Perth initiative that saw

recognises that pedestrian-friendly

a large student population is essential

streets are the city’s most fundamental

to re-invigorating a city.

asset and that streets can become
valuable civic spaces and a resource.
It promotes a rebalance of space

A master plan identifies a suite
of urban design and street-level
activation initiatives that connect key

away from vehicles to better meet

employment areas with the urban

community needs.

campus to create a ‘Knowledge

It gets the community involved
in reimagining streets using

Precinct’.
The Knowledge Precinct

photomontages and developing

specialises in building and engineering,

strategies for involvement.

creative industries, travel, tourism and

The most high profile project
undertaken through this initiative

English language.
Campus buildings are linked with

is Times Square which created new

a new $62 million training facility and

pedestrian areas and put in place

library.

extensive safety and traffic flow
measures.

A heritage listed building was
adapted to support photography, film
and television studies..

14
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3.3 UNISA CITY WEST CAMPUS,

3.4 RANDWICK EDUCATION AND

SOUTH AUSTRALIA

HEALTH PRECINCT

An initiative by the University

An initiative of Randwick City

in selected residential areas, Council

of South Australia in response to

Council that aims to strengthen the

anticipates an additional 1,500

increasing student numbers and desire

Randwick Education and Health

dwellings could be built to meet the

to enhance the student experience,

Specialised Centre.

needs of students and staff of the

A precinct plan was prepared

attract quality staff and increase the

university, hospitals and health and

in 2011 in consultation with key

education facilities over the next

stakeholders to outline the strategic

20 years.hospitals and health and

to guide campus development over the

directions and actions for the centre,

education facilities.

next 10 years.

those being to:

university’s profile.
A master plan was commissioned

Projects include:
•

•

the creation of a new campus
square as part of a new

and health enterprises
•

•

creation of a new plaza and

•

integrate the functions of the

forecourt

Randwick Racecourse with the

improved pedestrian links with

centre

shared and pedestrianised streets

•

improve walking and cycling access
to and within the centre

development on Hindley Street
•

intensify the cluster of education

A detailed development control

that ‘stitch’ the campus into the

plan has been developed that outlines

city, and

the centre’s desired identity and

encouraging distinctive architecture

character and establishes detailed

and street furniture to enhance the

built form controls.

precinct’s character.

height limits from single to 4-5 storeys

By increasing

EDUCATION PRECINCT PLANNING STUDY

2013
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4. VISION AND DESIGN
PRINCIPLES

4.1 VISION

4.2 DESIGN PRINCIPLES

The education precinct will

The overarching principles of this

development within the education

be an engaging and lively place for

study are:

precinct. Each strategy will require

students, residents and workers. As a

•

connect people, schools and

further development, in consultation

places, taking advantage of the

with the education establishments,

excellent public transport

the community and other relevant

transform streets into valuable,

stakeholders.

modern urban campus, there will be a
range of formal and informal spaces
for students to study, socialise and

•

civic spaces

engage with the local community.
Whilst protecting the significant

•

well designed buildings, a revitalised

•

function of the precinct and become a
popular, easy to reach destination in
North Sydney.

enhance the education function of
the precinct

public domain and careful traffic
planning will enhance the form and

respect the heritage and residential
character

heritage and leafy urban streetscapes,

16

that we propose should guide future

•

new development will deliver public
benefits.
What follows is an analysis of

the area and a suite of strategies

NORTH SYDNEY COUNCIL

THIS PAGE: Illustrative masterplan
showing proposed and actual
public domain and redevelopment
opportunities
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A southbound bus stop on
the Pacific Highway is highly
desireable.

5. ACCESS AND
LINKAGES

Overall, public transport
mode shares are very high and
there is additional capacity to

MACQUARIE UNIVERSITY
MACQUARIE
BUSINESS PARK

support an intensification of

CHATSWOOD

education establishments due
to the frequency of services.
ROYAL NORTH
SHORE HOSPITAL

The high use of public
transport means that walking

ST LEONARDS

AUSTRALIAN
CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY

routes from these services are

NORTH
SYDNEY

important.
SYDNEY CBD

With specialisations in

UTS
UNIVERSITY
OF SYDNEY

nursing and business studies,
strong transport links to the
Royal North Shore Hospital
and major centres including

5.1 PUBLIC TRANSPORT AND CYCLE

lower north shore and to the northern

INFRASTRUCTURE

beaches. There are three northbound

The education precinct is highly

bus stops along the Pacific Highway

accessible by rail and road services

servicing the precinct but no

and well served by regional cycle

equivalent southbound stop. Private

Macquarie Business Park is a

networks.

buses run up Mount Street and Edward

significant advantage to the

Sydney train station is within 400

the Sydney CBD and

The recently upgraded North

Street to service the schools.
The Edward / Mount Street

ACU in terms of developing

metres, or a 5 minute walk from

cycle way is well used and provides

research partnerships,

Edward Street. It provides regular

a route to and from the centre that

6 – 10 minute connections to the

avoids the heavy traffic along the

securing funding and work

Sydney CBD. The North Shore line

Pacific Highway.

experience for students.

provides direct services to Gosford

infrastructure is lacking.

via Chatswood and Hornsby; and

bicycle lockers are provided by Council

to the Blue Mountains and Penrith

in Mount Street, but a significant

via Parramatta.

waiting list exists. There are no other

Additional cycle

18

ST VINCENTS
HOSPITAL

The Northern Line

However cycle
Four secure

provides a direct link with Macquarie

public parking rails in the precinct or

infrastructure would be

University and the business park.

surrounding area.

quickly utilised.

Pacific Highway and Miller Street

the ACU’s James Caroll Campus and is

connect the precinct to the upper and

planned for Tenison Woods House.

Multiple bus routes along the

NORTH SYDNEY COUNCIL

Bicycle parking is provided on

THIS PAGE: The precinct is well
connected by rail , bus and cycle
networks
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From a traffic management and safety perspective, the problem
is that most vehicles in the precinct are channelled up to the
narrow Edward St/Bay Rd intersection just as school children
are entering and leaving North Sydney Demonstration School,
rather than leaving the precinct via the wider Berry St, which
runs through the higher density, mixed use area.
The solution is a combination of demand management
strategies that maximise sustainable transport modes, and
traffic upgrades that shift private vehicles and buses away from
Edward St.
Demand management is any measure that reduces or
eliminates the need for travel or encourages walking, public
transport or cycling.

5.2 PEDESTRIAN PATHS AND ROAD
ACCESS

during school drop off and, and to a

share concerns about the safety and

lesser extent, pick up times as private

ease of crossing the Pacific Highway

vehicles use McHatton St and Bay

located within an established

and Miller Street to access the centre

Rd for North Sydney Demonstration

residential area with standard 1.2

and public transport. A review of

School, and Edward and William St for

metre wide footpaths and grass

pedestrian-related incidents confirms

Shore . Between 7:45 - 8:45am traffic

verges on either side of the road. In

that all events were recorded at the

movements can exceed the RTA’s

the mixed use zone the footpaths are

boundary of the precinct with clusters

recommended peak volume for local

4-5 metres wide and paved to kerb.

at the Miller Street/Blue Street

roads. Whilst it may be unrealistic to

Pavements are in varied condition; the

and Pacific Highway/Miller Street

expect traffic levels to compare to

key issue in places being the uneven

intersections. As these are state and

quiet suburban areas away from a

surface caused by the roots of plane

regional roads, Council needs to

major metropolitan centre, it is clear

trees.

continue lobbying Roads and Maritime

that the peak traffic volumes can

Services to improve the situation.

have a significant effect on residential

The precinct is predominantly

Napier Street, Charles Street,
and Wheeler Lane are already used

The local road network is working

amenity and can block driveways.

as shareways by pedestrians given the

well and traffic modelling suggests the

The issue is exacerbated by private

poor condition and limited footpath

intersections can easily cope with the

buses that park on Mount St and move

widths. Key pedestrian obstacles are

traffic load during the day.

through the narrow Edward St.

the driveways behind 33 Berry St and
along ACU’s Tennison Woods House.

20

The schools and local residents

The issue, however, is that
traffic volumes markedly increase

NORTH SYDNEY COUNCIL

THIS PAGE: Key findings from the
Transport Impact Study (Arup 2013)
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6. IMAGE AND
AMENITY

Despite the precinct’s
proximity to the high density
mixed use and commercial
area of the North Sydney,
the high terrain and the
predominantly low density
residential properties give the
campuses a quiet, suburban
feel.

6.1 TOPOGRAPHY, STREETSCAPES

runs parallel to the ridgeline. It forms

AND HERITAGE

a roughly north-south armature which

Mount Street affords pleasant, tree-

provides a visual link to all three

lined views of heritage-listed St

and heritage items contribute to the

education campuses, although limited

Josephs convent and chapel. From

strong sense of character of the area.

access to the southern end of Edward

Mount Street, Wheeler Lane provides

The terrain, tree-lined streets

The precinct covers the topmost

Street makes views of Shore’s local

an intriguing but limited view of

portion of a small north/south ridge

heritage listed preparatory school and

the State heritage listed Don Bank

with the area immediately north of

senior school and state heritage listed

Museum on Napier Street.

McHatton Street , Berry Street and

Graythwaite Estate complex extremely

Shore’s playing fields located along

limited. The junction at Edward Street

from the Pacific Highway, Berry Street

the top. The land falls sharply south

and Mount Street potentially forms

terminates with a view towards the

and south west towards Sydney

the most visually significant site in

main campus of the ACU.

Harbour and more gently east towards

the precinct, however Shore’s fenced

the centre.

basketball courts and back-of-house

The tree-lined Edward Street

22

As the gateway to the precinct,

facilities detract from its visual appeal.

NORTH SYDNEY COUNCIL

Following a short, steep incline

THIS PAGE: Significant heritage of the
precinct
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Shore, ACU and North
Sydney Demonstration
School are, for the large
part, well integrated into
the surrounding residential
area, creating an ‘urban
campus’ typology with some
similarities to college or
university towns in the US
and UK. Future development
should reinforce this urban
campus typology.

6.2 BUILT FORM

Further south, the Union/Bank/
Thomas Street Conservation Area

built form shows how the precinct

Area is characterised by various

includes reasonably close, regular

has transformed over the years from

phases of development.

subdivision pattern along Union Street

large estates from original land grants,

earliest is located around the Don

with a predominance of Victorian

to narrow subdivisions for workers,

Bank Museum – the cottage itself

terraces.

and subsequent amalgamations

dating back to 1854.

for residential flats and modern

includes single storey attached and

Highway is predominantly commercial

commercial development.

semi-detached weatherboard in the

buildings of varying heights that date

Victorian Georgian style, two-storey

from the 1970s to present. 100 Pacific

part of the Wollstonecraft Estate and

Victorian Filigree style through to

Highway and 40 Mount Street are the

later 1850s subdivision by Alexander

Federation Queen Anne and Inter War

most recent commercial developments

Berry.

styles further north.

at 18 and 21 storeys, respectively.

Originally, the precinct formed

The southern portion,

including Shore, formed part of the

The

Development

Development further west in

Development along the Pacific

Off the highway, there is a

Walker Estate. The 1850s subdivision

the Priory Road Conservation Area is

predominance of modern mixed use

provided township blocks that enabled

characterised by detached dwelling

development on Berry Street and a

small scale dwelling houses and

houses on medium sized lots in the

few on Mount Street.

attached dwellings that can still be

Inter War Californian Bungalow and

supports a mix of detached and semi-

seen today along Edward, Berry, Oak

Federation styles. There are modern

detached houses and residential flat

and Toongarah Streets.

infill residential flat buildings and some

buildings of varying ages.

The majority of the precinct is

24

located within heritage conservations
areas. The Edward Street Conservation

The subdivision pattern and

unsympathetic additions.

NORTH SYDNEY COUNCIL
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THIS PAGE: Built form
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6.3 STREET SECTIONS

Mount Street is a well established east-west local road lined with mature

Average street width: 11 metres

plane trees. New paving and street furniture has been installed at the eastern

Average footpath width: 4-5 metres

end as part of the development at 40 Mount Street. Given the significant

Building setback: nil (mixed use)

number of visitors to Mary Mackillop Place, the street would benefit from

Awnings: Nil

continuing the paving and street furniture upgrade on the south side over time.

Edward Street is a narrow north-south local road of predominantly

26

Average street width: 10 metres

residential character that forms the main armature to the precinct. It connects

Average footpath width: 4 metres

Mount, Street Berry Street and Bay Road. It narrows south of Mount Street to

Building setback: 2.5-4 metres

provide local access for residents and the Shore Preparatory School.

Awnings: Nil

NORTH SYDNEY COUNCIL

Berry Street is a steep, wide, east-west local road that connects the

Average street width: 12 metres

precinct to the Pacific Highway. It has the capacity to alleviate local traffic

Average footpath width: 4 metres

congestion if right turn restrictions on to the highway can be removed.

Building setback: nil (mixed use)

Streetscape improvements could transform Berry Street into a main campus

Awnings: Limited

street for the ACU.

Napier Street has the potential to transform into a lively laneway due to the

Average street width: 6-8 metres

existing student population, limited traffic, good access to sunlight and proximity

Average footpath width: 2 metres

to green space. Given the slim footpath widths, the street is already used as a

Building setback: nil - 10 metres

shareway.

Awnings: Limited
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Given that opportunities
for new public squares and
green space are limited,
streetscape improvements

7. LAND USE AND
ACTIVITY

such as new paving,
lighting and additional
seating, particularly in
areas closest to the centre,
would provide much
needed quality public
domain.
In the longer term, any
relocation of the Telstra
Telephone Exchange may
provide an opportunity
to extend the green space
near Napier Street.

7.1 PUBLIC SQUARES, GREEN SPACE

development in the centre, where

obvious, however, as they are hidden

AND CAMPUS AREAS

possible. For example in the study

from view by the commercial buildings

area, 40 Mount Street provides new

along the Pacific Highway.

Public squares and green spaces
are important to a city’s social and

seating, street planting and a popular

economic prosperity because they are

street level café which has significantly

road closures and green spaces to the

places that bring a diverse range of

improved the amenity and activity in

west of the precinct, that benefit the

people together to eat, read, socialise

the area. Similarly, the redevelopment

local residences.

and recreate.

of 100 Pacific Highway provided an

Unfortunately the size,

By contrast, the student

quality and number of public spaces

opportunity for a small pocket park on

population is well served by green

in the North Sydney centre is currently

Napier Street.

space with the North Sydney

very limited.

Most local workers go

The Don Bank Museum on

Demonstration School, the main

to private cafes, restaurants or food

Napier Street is set within the most

campus of the ACU and Shore each

courts at lunchtimes.

significant piece of landscaped area in

set within excellent landscaped

the precinct.

settings.

To address the lack of public

28

There are also a small number of

It provides a few shaded

These areas are not

space, Council is actively negotiating

seats which local workers regularly

available to local residents and

additional spaces that can be used

use at lunchtimes.

workers.

by the public as part of each new

of these spaces to the public is not

The availability

NORTH SYDNEY COUNCIL
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As a rule of thumb, a
successful place needs
around 10 reasons to go
there. Napier and Berry
Street could provide a focus
for activities that would
protect the amenity of the
surrounding residential area.
Its success will depend on
the permeability of the area,
with strong connections
to the campuses, quality
of the streets and active
ground floor uses that the
community can use.

7.2 STREET ACTIVITY AND NIGHTTIME
ECONOMY
A lively, mixed use urban campus

Redevelopment proposals either

St Vincent De Paul store along Bay

side of the highway that reinforce an

can foster spontaneous interaction

Road provide some limited street

active street frontage with continuous

and social exchange amongst

level activation fronting North Sydney

awnings will improve the situation over

students, faculty staff and the broader

Demonstration School.

time.

community.

Public areas like coffee

Surrounding the ACU campus

By contrast, Mount Street

shops, libraries, a bike repair shop or a

supports some of the busiest activity

on Napier Street and Berry Street is

public bench may potentially yield the

in the precinct, with students from

a loose cluster of activities, including

best thinking and collaboration.

Shore and the ACU accessing public

a restaurant and cafe, fitness

Being located on the edge of the

transport at key times of the day,

classes and a bike store. The Co-Op

North Sydney Centre and set within a

and a more steady stream of visitors

Bookstore is located within the James

predominantly low density residential

to the chapel, café, museum and

Carroll Building on Edward Street

area, the education precinct currently

lodging at Mary MacKillop Place.

offers limited services and activities

Isabel Menton Theatre, and the recent

from the local residential and working

to support student life outside the

ground level café at 40 Mount Street

community. Venues that support

campus.

also contribute towards the interest of

nighttime activity are extremely

Mount Street.

limited.

Indeed the ACU website

suggests students will find the
majority of attractions for students,

Development fronting the

The

attracting very limited patronage

The Waverton Hub, an active

including places to eat, well outside

Pacific Highway supports a range

ageing initiative has just set up in the

the precinct in Crows Nest, McMahons

of small commercial and business

Don Bank Cottage.

Point and further afield.

store frontages, with a few of the

opportunity.

30

ground level cafes and a gym.

To the north, the small
convenience shop, pizza shop and

This is a lost

larger commercial blocks offering

NORTH SYDNEY COUNCIL
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8. STRATEGIES
1

Connect people, schools
and places

2
3

6
9
7
3

5

8

4

4
2

1
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Objective 1: Ease traffic flow and conditions through the precinct to improve residential amenity

STRATEGY

DELIVERY TOOL

1.1 Require education establishments prepare best practice Green A provision has been included in the
Travel Plans to encourage more sustainable modes of transport.

draft North Sydney DCP 2012.

1.2 Reduce traffic congestion caused by double parking and

Ongoing operations.

STATUS
Completed

Completed

other infringements by continuing to enforce parking regulations.

1

1.3 Increase public transport and cycling activity by introducing a

Recruit a sustainable transport officer to Completed

suite of demand management initiatives in the precinct.

initiate programs.

1.4 Reduce vehicle movements through the precinct by

Condition of consent for Graythwaite

establishing a new student pick up and drop off route through

concept plan and project application.

Underway

Shore, between Union St and William St.

2 1.5 Reduce private bus traffic on Edward St and Bay Rd and bus
parking along Mount St by introducing a bus stop at William St.

3 1.6 Alleviate congestion at the Edward St/Bay Rd intersection by
introducing keep clear road markings (Arup 2013).

Condition of consent for Graythwaite

Item to be referred to the North Sydney

New

Traffic Committee for consideration.

4 1.7 During school drop off and pick up times, alleviate congestion Item to be referred to the North Sydney
at the Edward/Mount St intersection by removing 6 parking

Underway

concept plan and project application.

New

Traffic Committee for consideration.

spaces at the southern end of Edward St for 1 hour (Arup 2013).
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5

6

7

Objective 2: Improve pedestrian connectivity between the education campuses
DELIVERY TOOL

STATUS

2.1 Install the following traffic calming measures, subject to

Identified actions under the North

Underway

consultation and approval:

Sydney Traffic Strategy 1993, pending

new pedestrian crossings on Edward St at Bay Rd and

investigation, approval and funding.

STRATEGY

•

William St, south of Mount St
• new 10km/hr shared zone on Oak St
5
•

traffic calming measures on Union St and McHatton St

•

new landscaping or fencing on Edward St speed humps.

6 2.2 Establish a pedestrian footpath between Berry St and
Doohat Av.

Condition of consent for 18 Berry St, 144-

Underway

150 Pacific Hwy.

7 2.3 Convert Napier St and Charles St into a 10km/hr shared
zone (Arup 2013).

New project to be incorporated into

New

the North Sydney Traffic Strategy 1993,
following investigation, approval and
funding.

8 2.4 Establish a new mid block pedestrian connection between New Area Character Statement for the
Oak and Napier St along the southern side of Tenison Woods

education precinct in the North Sydney

House to increase precinct permeability and link campus

DCP 2013.

New

buildings, in consultation with the ACU.
2.5 Install clear and consistent signage to education

New projects to be incorporated into the

establishments at the precinct gateways, near the station and

Pedestrian Network and Amenity Study

New

major bus stops to improve way finding and effectively ‘brand’ 1999, following investigation, approval and
funding.

the education precinct.

9 2.6 Improve pedestrian safety and amenity by reducing
traffic flows on Edward St and the Bay Rd intersection by

Item to be further investigated as part of

Long term

the North Sydney CBD Review traffic study.

investigating an all movements intersection at Berry St/Pacific
Highway and signalised pedestrian crossing (Arup 2013).
2.7 Increase public transport access with a new southbound

Council to liaise with the Roads and

bus stop on the Pacific Highway, adjacent to the education

Maritime Services as part of the North

precinct.

Sydney CBD Review.

2.8 Improve pedestrian safety at Pacific Hwy/Miller St and

Council to liaise with the Roads and

Miller St/Blue St intersections.

Maritime Services as part of the North
Sydney CBD Review.
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Long term

Long term

9

8
Objective 3: Improve cycling activity and amenity

STRATEGY

DELIVERY TOOL

3.1 Introduce minimum 1/20 staff and 1/10 student bicycle

A new provision has been included in the

parking rates for education establishments to encourage

North Sydney DCP 2013.

Completed

cycling.
3.2 Prepare a strategy to deliver a safe and user-friendly

Preparation of the North Sydney Integrated

network of cycleways and associated bike infrastructure that

Cycling Strategy 2013.

Underway

link employment, education and recreational trip generators
with residential precincts throughout the North Sydney local
government area.
3.3 Deliver the capital works identified in the above cycling

A costed and staged implementation plan

strategy.

will be incorporated into Council’s long

Underway

term financial plan, once adopted.
3.4 Investigate opportunities to locate additional public cycle

New Living Campus Program.

New

parking rails on the street.
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8. STRATEGIES

Enhance image and
amenity

Objective 4: Enhance the visual & physical connection between Mary Mackillop Place and Don Bank museum

STRATEGY
4.1 Emphasise the heritage value of the link by installing

DELIVERY TOOL

STATUS

Condition of consent for 40 Mount St.

Completed

Item to be incorporated into the project list

New

interpretation along the Wheeler Lane footpath.

1 4.2 Encourage visitors to Mary Mackillop Place to explore the
significant heritage of the precinct, by repaving Wheeler Ln as a

under the Pedestrian Network and Amenity

shared zone that links to the Don Bank Museum.

Study 1999.

2 4.3 Improve safety and amenity, by installing lighting, public art
and/or landscaping along the eastern face of 12-14 Mount St.

To be negotiated with land owners. Students New
could be involved with the design and
implementation of the artwork.

3 4.4 Consolidate the greenspace of Don Bank museum and

New Area Character Statement for the
education precinct in the North Sydney DCP

and embellishment of the pedestrian link to Wheeler Lane

2013.

during the future redevelopment of the Telstra Telephone

Design details to be negotiated with the land Long term

Exchange at 1 Wheeler Ln. This could potentially be achieved

owner during the development approval

with a pedestrian link through the building envelope or an

process.

alternative architectural treatment that gradually ‘reveals’ the
establishments on either side.
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New

100 Pacific Highway by negotiating additional greenspace
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BELOW
Photomontage showing a view towards
the Don Bank Museum from an
upgraded Wheeler Lane

2

3

1
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4

5

6

Objective 5: Maximise spaces for people and enhance our urban campus

STRATEGY

DELIVERY TOOL

STATUS

5.1 Transform the main pedestrian paths through the

New Living Campus Program. Projects

New

precinct into quality public domain by initiating a ‘Living

rolled out pending design, investigation and

Campus Program’.

funding.

The Living Campus Program will develop detailed
masterplans of :

4
5
6

- Wheeler Lane
- Napier/Charles/Oak St
- Berry St and
- Edward/Mount St
with key stakeholders and raise funds via an agreed
contribution from key establishments in the precinct.
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7

8

9

Objective 6: Sensitively incorporate new development into the precinct, having regard to the character of the area

STRATEGY

DELIVERY TOOL

STATUS

7 6.1 Retain and conserve items of significant heritage value

Heritage conservation provisions have been

Completed

and ensure new development has appropriate regard for

incorporated into the North Sydney LEP

the height, form and setback of those items.

2013.

8 6.2 Maintain the statutory controls that protect solar

Solar access and height limits have been

access to the Don Bank Museum between 10am and 2pm,

incorporated into the North Sydney LEP

including height limits for the block bounded by Pacific

2013.

Completed

Hwy, Berry St, Napier St and Charles St.
6.3 Identify heritage-listed buildings that may be under-

Undertake an audit of heritage items.

New

utilised and have the capacity for adaptive reuse for an
education or related function.

9 6.4 Ensure new buildings are assessed with due regard to a Include a provision on design excellence
clearly articulated suite of design excellence principles.

New

in the North Sydney LEP 2013, pending
investigation and approval.
New Area Character Statement for the
education precinct in the North Sydney DCP
2013.
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8. STRATEGIES

Enhance the education
function

1

2

3

Objective 7: Redefine Napier Street’s role as the active hub of the education precinct

STRATEGY

DELIVERY TOOL

STATUS

1 7.1 Transform Napier St and Charles St from a low amenity

New Living Campus Program.

New

area into a centre of activity by undertaking streetscape works

Streetscape upgrades implemented in

as part of the new ‘Living Campus Program’. This may include

accordance with Public Domain Style Manual

turning the streets into a shared zone or widening the footpaths, and Design Code.
and installing new lighting and street furniture.
7.2 Install public artwork reflecting the history of the area.

North Sydney students could be involved with

New

the design and implementation of the artwork.

2 7.3 Work with land owners and tenants of 33 Berry St to:
- re-establish the footpath along Napier St and landscape

To be negotiated with landowners, tennants

New

and other key stakeholders.

- examine the potential to activate the ground level.

3 7.4 Investigate education or community-related redevelopment
options for the opportunity site on land encompassing 110,

Council to work with land owners and key

Long

stakeholders.

term

112, 116 and 120 Pacific Highway and 9 Napier St. Any
redevelopment should provide an active ground level fronting
both Napier St and the Pacific Hwy with an undercover through
site link.
The majority of the building should be set back to meet 33
Berry St. The bulk of the building should front the Pacific Hwy
and step down to Napier St to maximise sunlight into Napier St
and acknowledge the strong heritage value of the surrounds.
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THIS PAGE
Photomontage showing an upgraded
and activated Napier Street
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4

5

6

Objective 8: Enhance the precinct’s function as an urban campus

STRATEGY

DELIVERY TOOL

4 8.1 Require continuous active uses, such as shops and cafes, at A provision has been included in the North

STATUS
Completed

the ground level of all buildings along the Pacific Highway, Berry Sydney DCP 2013.
St and Napier St in the mixed use zone.
8.2 Work in partnership with North Sydney Demonstration

Ongoing discussion with education

School, the ACU and Shore to develop a better understanding

establishments including working group.

Underway

of their needs and plans for the future.
8.3 Review the maximum heights within the commercial and

North Sydney CBD Review.

Underway

State Environmental Planning Policy

New

mixed use area of the precinct.

5 8.4 Encourage a diverse mix of higher density land uses

including education, shops, cafes, gyms, entertainment and

(Infrastructure) 2007.

small businesses in the mixed use zone.

New Area Character Statement for the
education precinct in the North Sydney DCP
2013.

6 8.5 Investigate opportunities to cluster future education-related State Environmental Planning Policy
development between Berry St and Oak St, fronting the James

(Infrastructure) 2007.

Carrol building, in consultation with key stakeholders. The 4

Ongoing discussion with education

storey office building owned by the ACU at 3 Berry St could

establishments.

New

be redeveloped with an activated ground level, such as a cafe,
fronting Edward St and Berry St.

7 8.6 Focus night classes along Napier St and Berry St which are
in easy walking distance of public transport.

New Area Character Statement for the

New

education precinct in the North Sydney DCP
2013.

8 8.7 Communicate the precinct’s identity as a place of learning
and innovation.

Community Strategic Plan.
North Sydney Council web page.
New Area Character Statement for the
education precinct in the North Sydney DCP
2013.
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New

7

8

Objective 9: Encourage well-designed and well-located student accommodation

STRATEGY

DELIVERY TOOL

9.1 Identify the preferred location for student accommodation,

State Environmental Planning Policy (Affordable

being areas within a defined distance of an education

Rental Housing) 2009.

establishment, a centre, station or major bus stop.

New Area Character Statement for the

New

education precinct in the North Sydney DCP
2013.
9.2 Investigate opportunities to encourage the development of

State Environmental Planning Policy (Affordable

a range of high quality, purpose-built student accommodation

Rental Housing) 2009

and homestays in and around the precinct.

Review Council’s controls and best practice

New

guidelines.
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New buildings play a strong
role in redefining the form
and function of public space:
how people will use and
move around the centre,

8. STRATEGIES

Deliver public benefits

how comfortable and safe
they feel, how much sunlight
reaches the streets and how
much traffic is generated,
to name a few. New
development also creates
4

a demand for additional
public amenities and services.

3

1

These matters are addressed
through the following

1

mechanisms to deliver public
benefits:

2

1) good design through
discussions with Council
2

and feedback from Council’s
Design Excellence Panel
during the pre-lodgement
and development application
process
2) section 94 contributions,
where applicable

3

3) a voluntary planning
agreement associated
with a rezoning or works
arising from a development
application.
4
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Education establishments are not

at that ‘Living Campus Program’ be

and competitiveness of the schools

currently required to pay developer

established to transform the main

and better integrate their functions

contributions or rates. Given the large

pedestrian paths between the schools

into the local area.

proportion of land owned by these

into quality public domain. Upgrades

facilities in the precinct, the area could

could be delivered through agreed

delivered as part of the development

potentially suffer unless mechanisms

contributions from key establishments.

of key sites via a combination of

are in place to fund much needed

The streetscape upgrades delivered

good design and voluntary planning

works.

through this program would

agreements. These are listed in the

significantly enhance the marketability

following table.

In this study, we have proposed

Other public benefits can be

Summary of the public benefits that could be delivered as part of the redevelopment of key sites

SITE

NEW PUBLIC BENEFIT

Education establishments in To reflect an ‘urban campus’ typology that integrates the education function with the
general

surrounding area, development for education or related uses should include facilities that can
be made available for use by the general public. This could include ground level cafes offering
free wifi, libraries or flexible spaces that can be booked or hired by students, community
groups and the business community.

1

2

Opportunity site: 110,

To increase public domain and enhance the character of Napier St as a campus hub, the

112, 116 and 120 Pacific

site should provide an active ground level fronting Napier St and Pacific Hwy with a small,

Highway and 9 Napier St

landscaped plaza fronting Napier St.

Opportunity site: 1 Wheeler

To increase public domain and link key heritage sites, the redevelopment of this site is an

Lane, Telstra Telephone

opportunity to extend and embelish:

Exchange

•

greenspace behind 100 Mount St and

•

through site link from Wheeler Lane towards the Don Bank museum.

Opportunity site: Shore

Potential ‘gateway site’ such as public open space that enhances the entrance into Shore’s

courts on the corner of

Preparatory School and Graythwaite complex.

Mount and Edward St

3

8-20 Napier St, ACU

A through site pedestrian link along the southern side of Tenison Woods House would link the

Tenison Woods House

two major ACU campuses via Oak St. A detailed landscape plan should identify improvements
that could be made to the driveway which would enhance visual access and setting of the Don
Bank museum.

4

33 Berry St

Removing the driveway along Napier St will significantly improve pedestrian amenity and
access and provide an opportunity to modernise 33 Berry St. By consolidating parking,
possibly through angled parking, the footpath can be re-established along Napier St and
landscaped and the building activated at ground level.
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